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For the last 40 years, a growing interest has been observed in the systems where a
task to solve is decomposed into smaller parts (subtasks), which are dealt with
separately and later they are synthesized into an overall solution. Such an approach
may be described as distributed problem solving, and is usually easily implemented
in parallel environments such as multi-core machines, clusters or grids. It should be
noted that multi-agent systems belonging to a popular class of methods in artiﬁcial
intelligence are an effective implementation of distributed problem solving. Agents
are perceived as autonomous beings, which are able to interact with their environment and other agents and bear the features of intelligence. In these systems, a
task to solve is usually decomposed into subtasks, which are entrusted to agents.
Each agent’s goal is to solve its part, and different features of agency affect this
process, e.g. autonomy allows for self-adaptation of the agent’s strategy.
In 1996, Krzysztof Cetnarowicz proposed an evolutionary multi-agent system
(EMAS) dedicated to solving computing problems, with interesting features like
distributed selection and lack of global control. Since then the idea of EMAS has
been applied to different problems (e.g. single, multi-modal and multi-criteria
optimization). This approach still retains high potential possibilities of extension
and hybridization (e.g. with cultural or memetic mechanisms) that are researched in
Intelligent Information Systems Group at AGH University of Science and
Technology in Cracow, Poland.
It is noteworthy that since the inception, EMAS-related research has yielded
different modiﬁcation of this system (utilizing elitist, co-evolutionary or immunological inspirations). Based on these modiﬁcations, effective solutions to many
difﬁcult problems have been provided such as evolution of neural network architecture, multi-modal optimization and ﬁnancial optimization to name but a few.
EMAS has thus proved to be a versatile optimization mechanism in practical
situations.
Multi-agent systems provide a good basis for the development of hybrid search
and optimization systems, however it should be noted that in this way, more and
more complex computing systems are created. Also, using common sense and
remembering Ockham’s razor rule, one should apply complex search techniques
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solely to difﬁcult problems. Therefore, metaheuristics, in particular agent-oriented
ones, should be treated as the methods of last resort, and should not be applied to
simple problems.
On the other hand, the need to build complex (hybrid) systems, calls for performing a more in-depth analysis of features of their work. A detailed description of
its structure and behavior is required for a full understanding of them, moreover,
providing means for stochastic analysis may yield additional, important results such
as conﬁrmation if the system works at all (meaning, whether or even when it is able
to localize the result).
Several formal models aimed at proving different features of evolutionary
metaheuristics have been constructed. One of the ﬁrst and important models of
metaheuristic methods was Michael Vose’s model, which proves that for a ﬁxed
size population, simple genetic algorithm (SGA) can be modeled by a Markov
chain, and after further assumption that the mutation rate is positive, this chain is
ergodic. This result formally justiﬁes SGA as a well-deﬁned global optimization
algorithm. Other approaches to model evolutionary algorithms to be mentioned are
different models for single-population evolutionary algorithms, proposed by Davis,
Mahfoud or Rudolph. In particular, Rudolph’s model was used to prove the ﬁrst
hitting time for a (1+1) evolution strategy optimizing a convex function.
Unfortunately, there is lack of general models, as all those mentioned above are
oriented on analysis of particular methods.
In order to successfully build and examine a multi-agent system, making it not
only reliable, but also distributed and scalable, flexible and extensible, one must
work not only on the implementation itself, but rather try to develop an universal
framework, that will be later adapted by the developers creating particular flavor
of the system, or even the end user himself (using eg. domain speciﬁc languages).
Efﬁcient working of such systems applied to solving of complex problem requires
both high performance and flexibility connected with possibilities of adapting to
dynamically changing needs of the user. Application of intelligent computational
techniques supported by novel technologies makes possible adaptation of the
structure and organization of the system, creating a new quality in the aspect of
services provided and general applicability.
Though the main development of the agent-oriented technology occurred in
connection with necessity of making possible exchange of information between
cooperating and distributed agents, working in a heterogeneous environment, a
signiﬁcant attention is also drawn to agent-based modeling, connected with
simulation-oriented applications, in particular for the process of distributed nature.
At the same time, there is a lot to do in the area, which may be generally described
as agent-based computing, belonging to computational-intelligence paradigm. In
such systems, not the knowledge and planning of a single agent, or more complex
communication protocols and interaction schemes are of utmost importance. Rather
a holistic sum of single, relatively simple behaviors of individual agents affects the
applicability of the whole system. From the implementation point-of-view, the
situation is similar to certain simulation models, but in this case the performance
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becomes an important issue, as single experiments cannot always be repeated
because of lack of time or hardware-related constraints.
One should be aware, that since the complexity of both
computational-intelligence techniques and agent-based systems is very high, the
combination of these two paradigms will pose even higher problems for modeling,
design, development, monitoring the experiments and analysis of the results. In the
end, design and execution of such systems demands an immense commitment and a
large precision during all the stages of their realization. The systems made in ad hoc
manner quickly become insufﬁcient because of problems in assessment of the
obtained results, that may be totally different for small changes introduced in the
conﬁguration used.
At the same time due to high complexity of the considered techniques, their
applicability becomes justiﬁed not earlier as they are applied to task of relatively
high complexity. The stochastic computation models used put together high
exploration and exploitation capabilities, though the requirements related to the
feasibility of the obtained result are satisﬁed after performing large number of the
iterations and repetitions. Moreover, a long user-driven process of trial-and-error is
often required, for proper tuning of a large number of their parameters.
Performance-related issues very often make the use of classic agent-oriented platform useless in the case of computational intelligence applications.
Over 15 years of experience of the authors in realization of such kind of systems,
also because of cooperation and involvement of many persons from different academic institutions have already resulted in preparing of many scientiﬁc publications, several doctoral theses (e.g. [91, 39, 262]) and two habilitation dissertations
[40, 175], which became a basis for this monograph.
The structure of this monograph is as follows. There are three parts, ﬁrst one is
devoted to the literature review, motivation and deﬁnition of the considered systems, also including full formal analysis of EMAS leading to the conclusion that the
computing based on this paradigm is formally justiﬁed, as such systems are always
able to locate the solution to be found. The second part is devoted to design and
implementation of the platforms supporting EMAS-like computations, along with
the presentation of the AgE platform, that was used during the computations which
results are presented in this book. The last part is fully devoted to the experimental
results obtained by applying EMAS and some of its modiﬁcations to solve discrete
and continuous problems, exploring the possibilities of adaptation of particular
parameters of the system to solve benchmark problems of varying difﬁculty.
Chapter 1 presents a systematic state-of-the-art review. It begins with discussion
on features of computing systems and their relation to decision support, including
identiﬁcation of difﬁcult problems (so-called “black-box”) search problems and
justiﬁcation for the use of complex metaheuristics to solve them. Later, evolutionary and hybrid metaheuristics are reviewed and certain gaps are identiﬁed in
order to prepare the reader for the next chapters.
Chapter 2 gives a description of agent-based architectures of computing systems
is given. Then, a concept of Evolutionary Multi-agent Systems (EMAS) is discussed, including base mechanisms that are used for control and tuning up of its
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work, along with physical and logical structure of the system that gives the starting
point for later architecture-related deliberations. Besides classic EMAS, several of
its variations are also presented leveraging different natural inspirations (immunological, co-evolutionary or memetic).
Chapter 3 starts with the formal deﬁnition of EMAS and construction of a
Markov chain modeling dynamics of EMAS. Then, after necessary assumptions,
the ergodic theorem is deﬁned and a full formal proof is given. Later, the same
structure of presentation is retained for iEMAS, however, in this case no full formal
proof has been constructed, and only necessary conjecture is formulated and the
proof outline is described. The chapter is concluded with a short description of
actual goals reached in the formal analysis of agent-based metaheuristics.
Chapter 4 builds a technological perspective for the considered class of systems
by introducing the most important concepts, ideas and techniques in the ﬁeld of
agent-based systems and component technologies, pointing-out possible relations
between these approaches on the development level.
Chapter 5 is opened with the discussion of potential requirements connected
with managing of the system, considering its dynamic nature, both because of
potential changes of the task to be solved (non-stationary problems), user-related
requirements or preferences and the structure of the computing environment. An
evaluation of the existing tools was also conducted, in order to check their potential
capabilities in realization of agent-based computing systems. Referring to the
proposed architectural model and showing the design assumptions de facto a new
method of implementation of agent-based systems for computational applications
was presented.
The most important components of the referential implementation of the
agent-based platform and distributed computing environment AgE are described in
Chap. 6. Particular attention was given to the previously announced technological
requirements and relations to alternative tools described in the literature.
Chapter 7 presents the results of a wide-ranging series of experiments conducted
in order to evaluate the efﬁciency of agent-based metaheuristics, as compared to
classical search methods. In the beginning, EMAS is evaluated using selected
high-dimensional benchmark functions. After presenting the benchmarks, comparison between EMAS and PEA (parallel evolutionary algorithm) is made, using
classical (evolutionary) and memetic versions of these methods. Later, immunological version of EMAS is tested versus the classical EMAS.
The ﬁnal Chap. 8 focuses on, tuning of selected EMAS parameters is considered.
After observing an impact of changing certain EMAS parameters (energy-related
and probabilistic), and iEMAS (lymphocyte parameters), the results are summed
up, which provides a base for further use in order to adapt these metaheuristics to
particular problems.
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